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Politicians and health experts have condoned the
protests led by a group of alleged frontline nurses, which target hospitals in Ontario and across
Toronto Mayor and Health Experts Call for Safe Zones as Protests Target Ontario and Canadian Hospitals

Health officials and politicians across Canada are speaking out ahead of protests expected to take place outside of hospitals this afternoon.

Health Officials, Politicians Condemn Planned Hospital Protests

A nurse from the Civic, watching the last protest, said she found it dispiriting, calling it: “ignorant, disgraceful and disrespectful to do so in front of healthcare workers who have been taking leaders, health officials condemn hospital protests, call for safety zones

London Health Sciences Centre’s Victoria campus is among several Canadian hospitals where planned protests are expected to take place Monday.

LHSC Among Canadian Hospitals Where Planned Protests to Take Place Monday

The United Steelworkers of America opened Canada's first community health centre in Sault Ste Marie in 1958. The history of that centre provides a unique

First and Foremost in Community Health Centres: The Centre in Sault Ste Marie and the CHC Alternatives

Currently, the federal government contributes 21.7 per cent of health-care spending, and Ottawa’s contribution is projected to fall to 17.6 per cent

As Election Day Looms, Voters Have the Chance to Be Heard on the Federal Funding of Health Care

CP Has Heart community investment program has provided another $20,000 in funding to Winona Health. Winona Health will use these funds to upgrade cardiac monitors in several

Additional Gift from CP Benefits Patients at WH

Avricore Health INC. announces that it has
appointed Oak Hill Financial Services Inc. to provide the Company with investor relations and advisory services. Oak Hill is a Toronto-based financial

**avricore health engages oak hill financial to provide investor relations and advisory services**

"So while many health-care workers will support this measure, it will be controversial and it may push some to leave their jobs altogether." A report released earlier this year by the Canadian

**canadian private long-term care providers announce covid-19 vaccine mandate for staff**

Alika Lafontaine was running late for our Zoom call because he was seeing patients. An anaesthesiologist at Queen Elizabeth II Hospital in Grande Prairie, Alberta, Canada, he had already intubated two

**alia lafontaine: indigenous and canadian change maker**

Access to quality healthcare is a basic human right, but for many, especially those in vulnerable communities, the right is not fully realized. The Covid-19 pandemic exposed this systemic inequality

**internationally trained medical doctors are part of the solution in post-covid-19 canadian healthcare system**

Now health-care workers are raising alarms on social media about the situation. (Nathan Denette/The Canadian Press) Members of Saskatchewan's medical community are trying to agitate leaders from

**sask. medical community takes to twitter to share realities of health-care system amid covid-19**

The ITMDs can contribute to our health care system alongside Canadian graduates. They also bring culturally opportunities to contribute to health services (i.e., indigenous community, aging

**systemic barriers exist in canadian**
healthcare for immigrant health professionals
“I’ve heard from a lot of them since yesterday who said the protest was pretty demoralizing,” former city councillor Michele Rule said.

after huge protest at hospital, kelowna, b.c.
woman calls for rally in support of health workers
The Canadian Armed Forces services across the Northwest Territories as a result of the outbreak. The Primary Care Clinic and the Frame Lake Community Health Centre in Yellowknife have moved to

n.w.t. waiting to see if feds send out-of-territory health-care staff
A week into her deployment with Canadian Red Cross (CRC) to earthquake-stricken Haiti, a family nurse practitioner from the Chilcotin said it is startling to have such a natural, tropical beauty

chilcotin nurse practitioner deployed with canadian red cross to haiti
OTTAWA -- A Conservative government would respond to the needs of Canada's LGBTQ community -- including attributes to stigmatization of LGBTQ health care. At a campaign stop in Ottawa, O

o'toole pledges support for lgbtq health as trudeau questions commitment to community
TORONTO — The Canadian Press has learned that Ontario plans to introduce a set of policies requiring employers in education and several health and community and home-care service providers

ontario to require covid vaccination or regular tests in health-care, education
CNW/ - Today, Voyce is pleased to announce it will support and power Closing the Gap healthcare, a community based healthcare service provider in Ontario and Nova Scotia that empowers individuals to
Manitoba health-care support staff vote in favour of strike
The source said Dr. Kieran Moore’s directive covering hospitals, ambulance services and community and home the province’s long-term care homes. Staff at health-care facilities will need

Ontario to require COVID-19 vaccination or regular tests in health-care, education
The Canadian Press has learned that Ontario plans to introduce a set of policies requiring employers in education and several health-care services and community and home-care service providers

Local groups detail pilot to minimize police-led responses to mental health, addiction calls
Health-care support staff in the Winnipeg Regional voted overwhelmingly in favour of strike action. According to the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), the union that represents

Teledentistry company Grin launches Pan-Canadian remote monitoring and consultation to create convenient oral care solutions.

Details of the initiative, the Community Outreach and the Elgin-Middlesex branch of the Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA), St. Joseph’s Health Care London, Middlesex-London Paramedic

Community Outreach Paramedic Service, Canadian Mental Health Association Elgin-Middlesex and police. “It’s proactive, connecting people, reconnecting people to care, to avoid
new pilot project provides help for those with mental health and addiction issues
whether that's in the community at one of our nearly 10,000 local touchpoints, in the home, or in the palm of their hand. HealthHUB locations offer a broader range of health care services.

ritual superfoods cvs re-orders expand for third consecutive month
Greenland’s health s risk of community transmission in Nuuk. (Emil Helms/Ritzau Scanpix/via REUTERS) Greenland reported 16 new COVID-19 cases on Wednesday, two of which are nursing home.

greenland reports 16 new covid-19 cases, including two nursing home residents
The government is also mandating hospitals, long-term and community care service providers to require all requirements for staff who are not vaccinated. In the Canadian province of Quebec, Health

ontario to offer third covid-19 vaccine doses to high-risk people
Experts are raising concern over 'moral injury' among health-care workers suddenly targeted after several provinces brought in vaccine passports. Capt. Nichola Goddard was one of the 158 Canadian

ama calls for mandatory vaccinations for health-care workers
“The conditions of work in long-term care become the conditions of care for our seniors,” Mr. Trudeau said. Since health care is FROM AFGHANISTAN - The Canadian military is set to resume

politics briefing: liberals pledge $9-billion in funding for long-term care homes and seniors
“And I don’t mean the nitty-gritty platform stuff like health care and climate and business “I remember, in my community and in my household, [Stephen] Harper was the guy
proposing

podcast: the canadian election is utterly lacking in vision
At this time last week, large Canadian law firms were firmly in the The province of Quebec will require all health care workers to be vaccinated while other provinces will have varying degrees

changing tide leads many canadian law firms to institute vaccine mandates
O'Toole said the health nurses (new window) On Sunday, O'Toole promised $325 million in new funding over three years to create 1,000 residential drug treatment beds and build 50 recovery

o'toole unveils plan to address covid-fuelled mental health 'crisis'
Some workers have quit in what the Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions things we as a community are dealing with.” While Henry empathized with them, she also urged health-care workers

'walk a mile in our shoes': 24-hour shifts, cancelled vacations, job vacancies highlight b.c. nursing crisis
VitalHub Corp. (the “Company” or “VitalHub”) (TSXV: VHI) is pleased to announce that it has closed a CAD $10 million acquisition debt facility from the Technology and Innovation banking division of a

vitalhub announces closure of acquisition debt facility from schedule i canadian bank
This year, the primary care physician market is valued at about $296 billion, according to Grand View Research. By 2027, the market could be worth just over $408.5 billion. “Primary care is the center

big opportunity: the u.s. primary care market could soar to $408.5 billion by 2027
Bayshore HealthCare is one of the country's leading providers of home and community health care services and is a Canadian-owned company. With locations across the country, including 65
Bayshore Healthcare launches virtual care app for cancer and palliative patients
Many nurses report having left the profession after the stress of COVID-19 made their jobs more difficult and less safe, creating a shortage of health-care workers in certain regions and even forcing

 Stress, staffing shortages brought on by COVID-19 causing nurses to leave the front lines
Preserving dignity and promoting justice and health equity (Canadian Nurses Association 2008). The promotion of justice means that nurses do not discriminate in the provision

CHAPTER 10 Dignity in Homelessness & Health in Canada

Homelessness & Health in Canada

Media Advisory  The Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA) is hosting a free, virtual discussion on mental health during

CMHA to host all-party panel on mental health
“...I think we will have community support in the August issue of “Canadian Family Physician” that talks about some of the innovations in refugee health care that were pioneered at the

Refugee Doctor Readies Kitchener Clinic for Afghans
The NDP plan to transform health care will help people in Northern Ontario and across the country. We led the fight to establish universal public health care, which changed the lives of millions of

What would your party do to improve the health care in northern Ontario?
Giving in to mounting pressure from experts, businesses and political opponents, Premier Doug Ford announced a vaccine certificate system Wednesday that will see Ontarians showing proof of

Ontario to require proof of vaccination in
high-risk settings starting sept. 22
A couple with two small children, in the United States on visitors' visas, arrived at the Canadian border via Roxham Road in August. They expected the cul de sac flanked by farmland in northeastern

misinformation leads canadian asylum hopefuls to rejection at roxham
AGH Run for Women’s Health a virtual success raising over $25K. The 8th annual AGH Run for Women’s Health, sponsored by Canadian Tire, Carleton Place, in support of

agh run for women’s health raises over $25,000
Health care workers are outraged over the hard-right United Conservative Party’s disastrous mishandling of COVID-19, and its imposition of forced overtime on chronically underpaid and understaffed

alberta nurses protest forced overtime, government’s mishandling of fourth

pandemic wave
Canadian hospitals spent nearly $1 billion caring for patients with COVID-19, with the average cost per patient being $23,000. Alberta's health-care system the East Asian community after

manitoba youth sound off on need for mental health supports in new report
Annette Lewis was told by the University of Alberta that unless she submits to a COVID-19 vaccine she will be denied a life saving lung transplant

no jab? no life saving lung transplant, canadian hospital tells woman
O'Toole said the health-care system isn't well-equipped to address such high his colleagues with what was then called "operational stress disorder." He said the Canadian Armed Forces didn't

o'toole unveils plan to address covid-fuelled mental health distress
Keith died in late July, sitting in a wheelchair in
the lobby of the Cobequid Community Health Centre’s emergency room, waiting to receive care hospital uses the Canadian Triage and Acuity